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      Abstract 
Providing public service is one of the most important roles of the government 
and also is the core idea of public administration and government reform of the new 
century. To boost the level and improve the quality of public service , the government 
needs to develop innovation of management tool and technology constantly. The 
normalization and standardization of public service are two kinds of governmental 
practice of the technology innovation .However ,the normalized construction is 
different from standardization in many respects , normalization lies in the lower level 
than standardization. Compared with standardization , the normalized  construction 
practice is dispersed and empirical, it usually suits for a small area .So, the 
development  that from normalization to standardization is much necessary and 
urgent . It will be the inexorable trend of the public service and also the basic 
requirement of the service-oriented government . 
Based on the research perspective of public service , this article mainly includes 
four parts :the first parts mainly introduce the research background ,  literature review, 
research ideas and methods; the second one makes a overview of the construction 
practice of normalization ;the third parts primarily tells the relation and distinction 
between normalization and standardization ; and the last one analysis the  feasible 
path of shifting from normalization to standardization . 
With the help of the existing research , the possible innovation of this thesis is as 
follows: first of all , it is based on the local governmental practice and tells the 
relationship of normalization and standardization .Secondly , it tries to come out the 
idea of shifting path that from normalization to standardization in the  field of public 
service . 
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